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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 861: Burning of the Linked Camps 

“This … This … This is a Heart Devouring Bug Swarm?” 

Yan Jun’s gaze revealed a look of despair. The Heart Devouring Bugs already surrounded them up. Even 

immortals could not possibly fly out either. 

Liu Yusheng was used to seeing grand spectacles too. But at this time, his scalp could not help tingling. 

Such numbers of Heart Devouring Bug Swarm, even if he had three heads and six arms 1 , he had no way 

of warding them off either! 

Ye Yuan currently had his gaze fixed on the Heart Devouring Bug Swarm, but suddenly felt someone hug 

his leg. Lowering his head to take a look, it was little girl Yan Ling. 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly and said, “Ling-er, are you scared?” 

Ling-er shook her head cutely and said, “With Big Brother Ye Yuan around, Ling-er isn’t scared!” 

“Good girl!” Ye Yuan gently rubbed Ling-er’s small head and said dotingly. 

“I don’t believe that a swarm of tiny bugs can eat us! 2 Brothers, get into formation and exterminate this 

group of damn bugs for me!” Liu Yusheng shouted angrily. 

Sea Green Mercenary Group martial artists were all veterans of a hundred battles. 

Experiencing the initial-most panic, they calmed down very quickly. 

Dealing with such a large swarm of bugs, it was naturally the effects of array formations that was the 

best. Otherwise, being besieged separately by these bugs and getting routed one by one, that would be 

terrible. 

Ye Yuan did not have the intention of stopping. If Liu Yusheng could really deal with these Heart 

Devouring Bugs, he would naturally be disinclined to make a move again. 

The Green Sea Mercenary Group was clearly very familiar with array formations. Only using several 

breaths of time, the array formation was already formed. 

Ye Yuan’s eyes lit up slightly and started to look at this Green Sea Mercenary Group in a completely 

different light. 

This set of array formation was called Spirit Profound Unity Formation. After forming the formation, a 

kind of fantastical resonance would form between the martial artists, and let each of their strengths 

increased immensely from there. Furthermore, the group of martial artists could join hands to lay down 

an enchantment, letting the power of the array formation increased greatly. 

Ye Yuan observed for a while. This set of array formation being set up, even if Phaseless Realm martial 

artists wanted to break it open, they had to expend quite a bit of effort too. 
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No wonder the Green Sea Mercenary Group was called the strongest in Luo Ding City. Looks like it was 

not without reason. 

Indeed, once the enchantment activated, it immediately isolated those Heart Devouring Bugs outside. 

Quite a number of Heart Devouring Bugs all crashed into the enchantment like moths into the fire. But 

the moment they touched the enchantment, a large swarm was killed by a blinding light. 

Seeing this scene, Yan Jun’s heart finally fell back into place. Heaving a long sigh in relief, he praised, 

“Elder Brother Liu is indeed impressive! Hiring the Green Sea Mercenary Group here on this trip is really 

too worth it!” 

Liu Yusheng was proud of himself too as he said, “Hehe, that goes without saying. For our Green Sea 

Mercenary Group to be able to make it to our current status, how can we not have any ultimate trump 

card ability? With us, this group of brothers here, it’s also useless no matter how many of these damn 

bugs there are!” 

The might of the Spirit Profound Unity Formation was extraordinary. It killed large swathes of Heart 

Devouring Bugs very quickly. 

But these bugs were too many. It completely could not be killed finish. 

These bugs were clearly not intrepid and fearless towards death either. Seeing that they were unable to 

breach the enchantment, they stopped the attacks very quickly and started circling around outside the 

enchantment. 

Suddenly, those bugs seemed to have suffered some kind of stimulation and actually started biting each 

other. 

When the martial artists saw this scene, they could not help being astounded. 

“Haha, these bugs are indeed savage in nature. Not able to breach our enchantment, they actually 

started killing each other!” someone said with a jeer. 

When these bugs started to chomp down, they did not show the slightest hint of mercy towards their 

companions. Very soon, a large swarm of Heart Devouring Bugs died under the gnawing of their own 

companions. 

But when Ye Yuan saw this spectacle, his gaze turned grim. 

“Everybody, don’t lower your guard! These Heart Devouring Bugs chomping down on each other is not 

savageness being their second nature, but because there is someone controlling them to evolve! Heart 

Devouring Bugs are unable to take human form, but are able to evolve through devouring their 

companions! Along with the increase in rank, their resistance towards essence energy would also rise 

dramatically!” Ye Yuan said in a solemn voice. 

Ye Yuan was just like a jinx. The moment he finished explaining, after those Heart Devouring Bugs 

devoured many of their companions, their strength suddenly skyrocketed. 

With this, the number of Heart Devouring Bugs reduced a lot, but the quality increase by a large margin! 



Liu Yusheng’s expression changed, and he said, “Careful, they are going to attack! Kill them!” 

This time, the Heart Devouring Bugs that had a large improvement in strength bounced back with 

renewed effort after a failure. 

The Green Sea Mercenary Group spared no effort to control the enchantment, bombarding wantonly at 

the Heart Devouring Bugs. Yet, the bodies of those Heart Devouring Bugs actually just swayed a little 

and dropped directly on top of the enchantment. 

Hiss, hiss, hiss … 

The Heart Devouring Bugs actually started to devour the essence energy used to set up the 

enchantment! 

Seeing this scene, Liu Yusheng and Yan Jun’s expression changed greatly. 

Wasn’t these Heart Devouring Bugs a little too formidable? 

Hiss, hiss, hiss … 

More and more Heart Devouring Bugs plopped onto the enchantment. The enchantment became a 

black sky very quickly. 

Liu Yusheng had sweat streaming down his face from nervousness. He wanted to remove the array 

formation, but removing the array formation at this time was no different from seeking death. 

Boom! 

Right at this time, it was as if the entire world was lit up. A raging flame actually started burning on the 

enchantment. 

Buzz, buzz … 

At this time, virtually all of the Heart Devouring Bugs were gathered on the enchantment. This fire 

burned extremely suddenly, burning all of the Heart Devouring Bugs all at once. 

The Heart Devouring Bugs emitted low cries, making people shudder with fear when they heard it. 

This flame was very fierce, seemingly like a bone-festering maggot. No matter how those Heart 

Devouring Bugs struggled, they could not break free. Finally, they turned to ashes. 

Even though those Heart Devouring Bugs already evolved successfully, under this flame, they did not 

have the slightest strength to resist. 

Liu Yusheng and Yan Jun watched this scene in a daze, both somewhat out-of-sort. 

The glow of the fire shone on their faces, radiating light, shaking people to the core. 

“E-Elder Brother Liu, was this flame … done by your mercenary group?” Yan Jun asked slowly. 

Liu Yusheng was stunned, then immediately let out a roaring laugh as he said,“Hahaha! O-Of course! 

Just now, I deliberately showed weakness to the enemy. It was for the sake of drawing all of them over 

to round them up in one fell swoop! How is it, Owner Yan? Is this fire still passable?” 



Yan Jun nodded his head mechanically and sighed with praise, “Elder Brother Liu is indeed formidable! If 

we can return safely from this trip, your mercenary group’s reward will add another 30%!” 

Although Liu Yusheng did not know what was going on, this outcome was exactly when he wanted. 

This baffling fire actually directly increased their remuneration by 30%! 

Seeing this scene, Ye Yuan just smiled slightly and did not have the intention of stepping forward to 

claim the credit. 

Earlier, everyone’s attention was focused on the Heart Devouring Words. He took advantage of the fact 

that everyone was not paying attention and quietly infused the Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame into the 

array formation. 

How could a Tier 7 Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame be what these Heart Devouring Bugs could withstand? 

With this, it directly burned until nothing was left. 

This kind of means, only Ye Yuan could accomplish it without drawing attention as well. He was very 

familiar with this Spirit Profound Unity Formation. Even though it was his first time cooperating with 

these martial artists, it was seamless. Even Liu Yusheng did not detect it. 

“Don’t be happy too early. These Heart Devouring Bugs should be controlled by someone. Burning them 

down with this, the perpetrator is probably going to show up,” Ye Yuan warned. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 862: Earth Carnage Proclamation Expert 

Ye Yuan’s voice had yet to fade when a man appeared in everyone’s line of sight. 

Yan Jun said with a bitter smile, “Master Ye, can we not say anymore? If you keep talking, you might 

provoke some kind of existence out.” 

Liu Yisheng grumbled too, “Master Ye, can we keep our mouths shut for a while? Whatever you say, 

everything will come true. At this rate, we can forget about reaching the place for the rest of our lives.” 

Ye Yuan was stupefied. Only then did he recover to his senses too and could not help saying 

embarrassedly, “H-Huhu, I’ll just stop talking.” 

Starting from when the enemy appeared, it seemed like all of the direction of the plot was planned by 

Ye Yuan. And he became a seer; whatever he said, everything came true. 

Yan Jun and Liu Yusheng had clearly become aware of it already and could not help complaining to Ye 

Yuan. 

They naturally did not know that if it were not for Ye Yuan, they would already not have the life to 

complain here. 

This man who suddenly appeared had a sinister and ruthless gaze. There was even a knife scar on his 

face. One look and it was obvious that he was not some good person. 
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But this guy was merely Eighth Level Heaven Enlightenment Realm. This made Liu Yusheng and the rest 

feel much more at ease. 

Against a Eighth Level Heaven Enlightenment Realm, Liu Yusheng sized himself up that he would not 

lose to anybody. 

Moreover, in his view, this man should be more formidable in controlling bugs. His combat strength 

should not be strong. 

“To dare burn all of my, Blood Saber Tan Si’s, Heart Devouring Bugs to death, are you all prepared for a 

reckoning?” the scar-faced man said in a cold voice. 

The moment these words came out, Liu Yusheng and Yan Jun’s expressions changed drastically. 

“You ... You’re the Blood Saber Tan Si who massacred Luo Ding City’s entire Zhang Family ten years ago!” 

Liu Yusheng was incomparably astonished. His hand holding the sword tightened unnaturally. 

Clearly, this Blood Saber Tan Si’s fierce name made Liu Yusheng produce fear. 

Ye Yuan was very curious when he saw the situation too. Liu Yusheng appeared like he feared nothing 

and no one. He was actually so fearful of this scarred man in front of him. 

“Is this scarred man very impressive?” Ye Yuan asked a Green Sea Mercenary Group’s martial artist. 

That person’s expression was not too good as well. He said in a solemn voice, “Ten years ago, Blood 

Saber Tan Si was only Sixth Level Heaven Enlightenment, but massacred Luo Ding City’s entire Zhang 

Family of 200 over people! One has to know that the Zhang Family was a great family second to none in 

Luo Ding city. Just the Ninth Level Heaven Enlightenment Realms were as many as two people. There 

were even several people in the Eighth Level Heaven Enlightenment Realm! Tan Si killed all of them with 

his strength alone. Would you say that’s impressive or not?” 

That martial artist even thought that Ye Yuan would get a huge shock after hearing it. Who knew that Ye 

Yuan just nonchalantly gave an ‘oh,’ then there was no more follow up. 

This Tan Si should have comprehended a supreme true intent, that was why he would be so formidable. 

Now that ten years had passed, Tan Si already cultivated to Eighth Level Heaven Enlightenment Realm, 

his strength was bound to have scaled new heights. 

If Liu Yusheng matched up, it was indeed quite troublesome. 

Supreme true intents were not cabbages that anyone could comprehend. Although Liu Yusheng was 

strong, he was still a little away from comprehending a supreme true intent. 

Under the circumstances of being at the same cultivation realm, Liu Yusheng was absolutely not Tan Si’s 

match. 

But seeing this Tan Si also made Ye Yuan have a direct understanding of the Chaotic Devil Sea’s martial 

artists’ strength. 

This place was merely just at the border regions of the Chaotic Devil Sea, and there was already an 

expert like Tan Si. Continuing deeper, he might run into some formidable characters. 



“Heh, looks like my, Tan Si’s name, is still not weak! Since you know my name, you should know that I 

never leave survivors behind, right? Are you guys taking action yourselves, or are you letting me do it?” 

Tan Si said with a cold smile. 

Lou Yusheng’s expression changed, and he said, “We have never provoked your esteemed self. It was 

your esteemed self who took the initiative to control the Heart Devouring Bugs to come to attack our 

trade caravans. Why is there a need to be overbearing?” 

“Your meaning is that my Heart Devouring Bugs died in vain just like that? In order to groom these Heart 

Devouring Bugs, this Tan expended a considerable price, virtually killing off all of the people in this area. 

Now, you guys actually burned them to death. Could it be that you still wish to not get involved in it?” 

Tan Si said coldly. 

Liu Yusheng’s expression changed drastically, and he said, “This ... This area’s forces were all killed off by 

you?” 

Liu Yusheng was still curious. Originally, walking until this place, there should long have been people 

jumping out. But along the way, it was unusually peaceful. 

“What? Could it be that you still want to take revenge for them? Alright, enough crap has been said. I’ll 

be sending you on your way right now!” 

Tan Si made a move right away and actually did not have the slightest hesitation. 

“Into formation!” 

Liu Yusheng knew that he was not a match. With a loud cry, the Spirit Profound Unity Formation was 

instantly formed. 

Boom! 

A blood-colored saber light slammed onto the grand array and actually struck the enchantment until it 

teetered shakily. Even Liu Yusheng and the others staggered unsteadily. 

“This ... How could it be so strong?” Liu Yusheng turned pale with fright as he said. 

Just now that blow was virtually equivalent to Tan Si overpowering their entire Green Sea Mercenary 

Group with his strength alone! 

This kind of strength was simply what no one could ever imagine! 

Only at the Eighth Level Heaven Enlightenment realm, the disparity between Liu Yusheng and Tan Si was 

seriously too great. 

Tan Si was also slightly surprised to see that he did not succeed in one blow and said, ” I really couldn’t 

tell that your little mercenary group still have a bit of capability. But the next attack, you guys have to be 

careful!” 

Just a little surprised, that was all. No matter how powerful this Spirit Profound Unity Formation was, 

he, Tan Si, did not place it in his sights either. 

“Elder Brother Liu, this ... What should we do?” Yan Jun’s expression changed greatly as he said. 



Liu Yusheng’s expression was ugly to the extreme. Gritting his teeth, he said, “No other choice! This Tan 

Si’s fierce name is illustrious! There have never been survivors under his hands. Want to live, we can 

only stake everything on a single throw!” 

“Hahaha! Stake everything on a single throw? Looks like you guys have already not entered the Chaotic 

Devil Sea for very long. You actually don’t know that this Tan is already ranked in the latest issue of the 

Earth Carnage Proclamation!” said Tan Si with a laugh. It was as if Tan Si heard some ridiculous thing. 

He laughed, but the others could not laugh. 

Ye Yuan faintly revealed a surprised look too. The reputation of the Earth Carnage Proclamation, he had 

naturally heard before. 

This list was published by the Heaven’s Secret Tower’s Chaotic Devil Sea branch. One issue every half a 

year, divided into heaven and earth, two proclamations. 

What the Heaven Carnage Proclamation recorded were all Phaseless Realm martial artists. What the 

Earth Carnage Proclamation recorded were all Heaven Enlightenment Realm martial artists. 

Any martial artists who made it on the list would be people with extremely formidable martial prowess 

in the same realm. Facing experts in the same realm, it was virtually all instant kills! 

Every martial artist in the Chaotic Devil Sea took pride in being able to get on the heaven and earth dual 

proclamations. 

Just as Tan Si said, Liu Yusheng they all had already not entered the Chaotic Devil Sea for half a year and 

was completely unaware that Tan Si actually slaughtered his way into the Earth Carnage Proclamation 

within this half a year. 

Facing an expert on the Earth Carnage Proclamation, how could Liu Yusheng they all still have the 

mindset of getting lucky? 

More importantly, this Tan Si troublesome and ruthless, completely not giving people a way out. Even if 

they pleaded to him, he could not possibly let go of this group of people either. 

No wonder those trade caravans disappeared, bafflingly. With such a great malefic star around, how 

could they still have the possibility of surviving? 

“This time, this Tan is not going to pull any more punches! You guys will have to bring out all of your 

might!” Tan Si licked his lips, revealing a cruel expression. 

Clearly, the next attack would be a lightning-like blow! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 863: In High Spirits 

“Brothers! Keep your chins up! This guy isn’t easy to deal with!” Liu Yusheng said with a solemn face. 

Earth Carnage Proclamation’s expert, however seriously they took him was not being overboard. 

If he did not have the Spirit Profound Unity Formation to assist, he would definitely turn around and run 

right now. 
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Of course, whether he could escape or not was another matter. 

The Green Sea Mercenary Group members were naturally also aware of what Earth Carnage 

Proclamation meant. Each and every one all plucked their spirits up 120% to deal with Tan Si’s lightning-

like blow. 

For a moment, the enchantment radiated a brilliant splendor. Its power seemed to be even greater than 

before. 

Tan Si looked at Liu Yusheng and co.’s actions indifferently and was not anxious at all either. 

“This array formation is rather interesting. However ... want to deal with me with just the likes of it?” 

Tan Si gave a cold laugh. A short blood-colored small saber appeared in his hand. 

“Blood ... Moon ... Slash!” 

Tan Si said it word for word. A horrifying half-moon blood-colored saber light chopped down at the 

grand array! 

Liu Yusheng’s expression was incomparably solemn. He poured all of the essence energy in his body into 

the array formation without holding anything back. 

The aura of Tan Si’s move was completely different from that slash previously. The power was more 

than several times stronger! 

He knew that just by relying on this Spirit Profound Unity Formation, he probably could not withstand 

this move at all. 

But at this moment, he did not have a second option either. There was only meeting the enemy with all 

his power! 

But right at this time, the Spirit Profound Unity Formation erupted with rays of brilliant light once more. 

A stream of violent flames gushed out once again, colliding together with Tan Si’s saber light. 

Evenly matched! 

Liu Yusheng looked at this scene in front of his eyes disbelievingly. Tan Si’s saber light was actually 

blocked by them! 

“Wah ... Big ...” 

Yan Ling suddenly cried out, clearly very excited. But her words had yet to be uttered when she saw Ye 

Yuan shake his head slightly, indicating to her to not speak. 

The little girl was very sharp, and she hurriedly covered her mouth. 

“Ling-er, this is our little secret. Don’t tell others, okay.” Ye Yuan transmitted. 

The little girl nodded her head excitedly, as if guarding some earth-shaking secret, exceedingly pleased 

with herself inwardly. 

Other people all did not notice Ye Yuan’s actions. Only Yan Ling this little girl noticed it. 



Yan Jun did not know what it meant and shouted fiercely, “Yan Ling, what are you messing around here 

for? Quickly go back to the carriage!” 

The lass stuck out her mouth and ran away swiftly. 

After Yan Ling left, Yan Jun let out a long sigh and said to Liu Yusheng, “Elder Brother Liu is indeed 

formidable. This array formation, even an Earth Carnage Proclamation expert is actually powerless 

against it!” 

“H-Haha! What Earth Carnage Proclamation expert! I think it’s merely nothing more than this!” Liu 

Yusheng said with a big laugh. 

What’s going on today? Could it be that I was performing abnormally well and made the power of the 

array formation rise to a greater height? Liu Yusheng thought to himself, secretly. 

One time could still be said to be a coincidence. If it was twice in a row, that it was him breaking through 

unknowingly! 

He was the entire array formation’s core. Only he could unleash such a swift and fierce attack. 

Tan Si’s expression was incomparably livid. He did not expect that this lousy array formation could 

actually block his attack. 

Especially that flame attack which suddenly appeared just now. The process from beginning to end was 

unbelievably intimidating. It was actually almost on par with his Blood Moon Slash! 

But he did not believe that a measly little mercenary group could possess the power to contend with 

him. 

If the other party really had this strength, that slash earlier would absolutely not attain that kind of an 

effect. 

Among these people, there must be an expert! 

It was just that this person did not want to expose himself, so he made use of Liu Yusheng’s hand to deal 

with him. 

Looks like earlier, it was this person taking action too. That was how it burned the Heart Devouring Bugs 

he nurtured painstakingly cleanly in one go. 

Tan Si looked at Liu Yusheng and said with a cold smile, “Just based on the likes of trash like you are also 

fit to be my opponent?” 

Liu Yusheng said without fear knowing that he had something to fall back on,“Heh, our mercenary group 

has never upheld individual strength! Everybody tiding over the difficult hurdles together, that’s a 

victory! Even if I’m not your match, you can’t do anything to us either!” 

“Leader is mighty!” 

“We’re the strongest!” 

“Leader, we love you!” 



“Hahaha!” 

Liu Yusheng’s words greatly encouraged all of the mercenary group. 

Even though it made no sense, these members were brimming with confidence at this time too. The fear 

towards an Earth Carnage Proclamation expert previously already melted away into thin air at present. 

An Earth Carnage Proclamation expert of the legends did not seem impossible to beat. 

Ye Yuan secretly found it hilarious in his heart. This guy really knew how to take the opportunity to win 

over people’s hearts. 

But to be able to make the Green Sea Mercenary Group cultivate the Spirit Profound Unity Formation to 

this sort of extent, this Liu Yusheng was indeed not someone simple. 

If not for running into an expert like Tan Si, there should not be too much of a problem for Liu Yusheng 

to go in and out of the Chaotic Devil Sea’s border-regions. 

Tan Si was angered until his face turned black. The scar on his face appeared even more savage. 

But Tan Si did not quibble over anything. At the Chaotic Devil Sea, this kind of place, strength was all of 

the capital to talk. 

He could not do anything to this mercenary group. Saying any other big talk was also of no help to the 

matter. 

His gaze swept over the faces of everyone in the mercenary group, wanting to find that hidden expert. 

When his gaze swept to Ye Yuan, it paused for a bit. So many years of lingering between life and death 

made his strength improve by a large margin. It also made his perception become extremely keen. 

When Tan Si first laid eyes on Ye Yuan, he felt that Ye Yuan was different from the rest. 

But very soon, he himself denied his thinking. 

Ye Yuan’s cultivation realm was too low, and his age was too young as well. It was completely impossible 

to be that hidden expert. 

But apart from Ye Yuan, he could not find any other suspicious person at all. 

“What are you looking at? Are you fighting or not? If you’re not fighting, we still have to hurry on with 

our journey!” Liu Yusheng said haughtily. 

Tang Shi gave Liu Yusheng a glance and said with a cold snort, “Consider yourselves lucky today. Pray 

that you don’t land in my hands!” 

Finished talking, Tan Si’s figure moved, and he vanished before everyone’s eyes. 

“Hahaha! An Earth Carnage Proclamation’s expert was sent packing by our Green Sea Mercenary Group! 

Returning to Luo Ding City this time, our Green Sea Mercenary Group’s status will probably become 

transcendent!” Liu Yusheng said with a big laugh. 



Yan Jun also clasped his hands and congratulated him,”Congratulations, Elder Brother Liu! For Elder 

Brother Liu to be able to drive an Earth Carnage Proclamation expert away, the Green Sea Mercenary 

Group is fully deserving of being the number one mercenary group in Luo Ding City! From hereafter, no 

one else will be able to surpass!” 

“Haha, that doesn’t matter! This time, it’s still all thanks to Owner Yan. If not for you hiring us this time, 

we wouldn’t have this chance” Liu Yusheng was unbelievably high-spirited and enthusiastic at this time. 

Earth Carnage Proclamation’s expert. They were all legendary existences to them. 

One had to know that somewhere as large as the Chaotic Devil Sea, how many millions of Heaven 

Enlightenment Realm experts there were? 

But the Earth Carnage Proclamation merely just recorded 500 people! 

These 500 people were the most powerful existences among Heaven Enlightenment Realm martial 

artists. 

Rumors had it that Earth Carnage Proclamation experts crossing realms to defeat ordinary Phaseless 

Realms was nothing difficult. From this, one could tell just how formidable the strengths of Earth 

Carnage Proclamation experts were! 

To be able to drive away such an expert, it was sufficient to let the Green Sea Mercenary Group become 

famous all over the world! 

“That ... Not that I want to pour cold water, that person probably ...” Ye Yuan’s words were spoken 

halfway. 

He was stopped by Yan Jun. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 864: Suddenly Turning Back 

“My Master Ye, don’t make any more divine prophecies!” Yan Jun was filled with terror after the 

incident. 

The moment Ye Yuan spoke just now, it immediately gave everyone a huge fright. Said whatever, it 

would come. If Ye Yuan’s crow mouth kept on talking, they would even worry whether or not it would 

draw a Deity Realm powerhouse over. 

Ye Yuan blinked his eyes twice, indicating he would not talk anymore. Only then did Yan Jun heave a sigh 

in relief and let go of his hand. 

Ye Yuan said with an innocent face, “I was only warning you guys a little out of goodwill. Was it 

necessary?” 

“Necessary!” Yan Jun and Liu Yusheng cried out in one voice. 

Scaring away Tan Si, the party finally set off on the journey once again. 

The experts in this region were basically all killed off by Tan Si. Along the way, it became much more 

relaxed instead. There was not even a single person picking a quarrel. 
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And thanks to Ye Yuan’s final sentence not coming out of his mouth, that Tan Si actually did not come to 

find trouble either. 

But along the way, Liu Yusheng kept his spirit up 120%, so as to respond to Tan Si’s ambush. 

Although Ye Yuan’s words were not said finish, he took it to heart. 

Dealing with Tan Si, this kind of expert, he did not dare to loosen up at all either. 

If there were no Spirit Profound Unity Formation, he would definitely be instantly killed effortlessly. 

But no idea why, Tan Si never appeared again either. 

Actually, it was not that Tan Si really did not appear before. He had always been following nearby the 

trade caravans. There was even one time where he wanted to sneak attack. But each sneak attack, he 

would always be scared away by a faintly discernible divine sense. 

His actions could not hide from Ye Yuan’s eyes and ears at all. Ye Yuan only warned him not to act rashly 

without careful thought with divine sense. 

Only then did Tan Si confirm that there was absolutely an expert who’s strength was a level higher than 

his within these trade caravans.! 

The other party did not wish to expose his identity, that was why he would use this kind of method to 

warn him. If he really had no sense to appreciate favors, the other party would likely really make a move 

to kill. 

Tan Si killed people like flies, but it did not mean that he did not fear death. 

Throwing an egg against a rock, this sort of thing, he would not do it. 

Even though Ye Yuan detested Tan Si’s killing on sight habit, he was not a pedantic person either. People 

like Tan Si were too abundant in the Chaotic Devil Sea, completely could not be killed finish. 

Since Tan Si was sensible, then Ye Yuan would not be bothered to make a move on him. 

After this, Ye Yuan used Fiery to create a clone to leave in the carriage, but he himself entered the Vast 

Heaven Pagoda to cultivate. 

Speaking of which, Ye Yuan’s cultivation realm increase these two years was rather rapid. But concepts 

comprehension speed slowed down. 

It was hard for there to be leisure time. Ye Yuan naturally could not waste it. 

Inside the Vast Heaven Stele’s consciousness space, Ye Yuan’s brows were furrowed tightly, muttering to 

himself, “This Scorching Supreme True Intent’s final step, how should I cross over? No wonder Spirit 

Bristle that fellow is so powerful. This Scorching True Intent is indeed not that easy to comprehend!” 

Ye Yuan already reached the final step of comprehending the Scorching Supreme True Intent. 

That feeling was clearly right within touch already. But Ye Yuan kept failing to grasp that tiny bit. 



Legends had it that when the Scorching Supreme True Intent was cultivated to the extreme, it could 

incinerate myriad life, invincible. It could be seen from this how powerful this supreme true intent was. 

But the more powerful the thing, the harder it naturally was to comprehend as well. 

Ye Yuan had advanced on this path for many years and borrowed the help of the Vast Heaven Stele 

before reaching his present boundary. 

But wanting to break through this final hurdle was not that easy. 

Inside this consciousness space, Ye Yuan had suffered goodness knows how much pain. But this final 

step, he kept failing to see hope. 

Ye Yuan suddenly smacked his head and said regretfully, “Why am I so stupid! The Spirit Bristle Nine 

Yang Divine Art’s own martial techniques originally contains fire attribute true intent inside. Spirit Bristle 

that fellow also trained in the martial techniques before comprehending supreme true intent. I insist on 

ignoring the shortcut and not take it, isn’t that utterly foolish?” 

It was also that Ye Yuan’s comprehension abilities were too high. Along the way, the majority of the time 

was him comprehending supreme true intents himself, and creating martial techniques himself. 

Towards the end, he rarely used the Spirit Bristle Nine Yang Divine Art’s own cultivation method 

anymore. 

Once this kind of habit formed, it would form a serious stagnation, making Ye Yuan disdainful to learn 

the good points of other martial techniques. 

Little did he realize that future generations all stood on the shoulders of predecessors. 

As a divine art, how could the power of the Spirit Bristle Nine Yang Divine Art’s own martial technique 

be ordinary? 

Training this series of martial techniques to the great circle of perfection, Ye Yuan’s Scorching True 

Intent would be achieved naturally! 

Going along with the martial techniques to comprehend a supreme true intent was much easier than 

comprehending it out of thin air. 

Ye Yuan drew a deep breath. His consciousness withdrew out of the Vast Heaven Stele, and he started 

pondering about the Spirit Bristle Nine Yang Divine Art’s cultivation method. 

Starting from the first move, Absolute Yang Finger, Ye Yuan slowly tidied up this set of martial 

techniques’ sequence of ideas. 

With Ye Yuan’s comprehension towards the Scorching True Intent and Transmission True Intent 

presently, he had a brand new understanding when he comprehended these martial techniques anew. 

As a set of divine art, the Spirit Bristle Nine Yang Divine Art was originally passed down in the same vein. 

Its martial techniques were naturally passed down linearly too. 



Ye Yuan recalled his comprehensions towards true intent and discovered that this series of martial 

techniques followed along the true intent’s development train of thoughts and created this set of 

cultivation method. 

“The fourth level, Heavenly Flame Palm!” 

“The fifth level, Cloud Converging Fire!” 

“The sixth level, uh ... Void Fire Mark!” 

Ye Yuan discovered to his shock that cultivating the Spirit Bristle Nine Yang Divine Art’s martial 

techniques to the sixth level already reached the level of supreme true intent! 

Didn’t that mean that as long as he cultivated according to the prescribed routine, he would have 

already comprehended the supreme true intent now? 

This discovery made Ye Yuan smile bitterly to no end. It was really sitting on a treasure mountain but 

knowing it! 

The final three levels of martial techniques, each level corresponded to three stages of supreme true 

intent. 

As long as Ye Yuan fully comprehended the final profound meaning of the Nine Suns Burning Heaven, 

grasping ninth-stage Scorching Supreme True Intent would naturally be nothing difficult. 

Actually, this really could not be blamed on Ye Yuan. His comprehensions in Sword Dao was too strong, 

resulting in the martial techniques he created to be stronger than the Spirit Bristle Nine Yang Divine 

Art’s moves. 

Of course, the prerequisite was that Ye Yuan’s comprehensions into the Sword Dao’s supreme true 

intent already reached fifth-stage! 

“Suddenly turning back, but that person is under that waning light 1 ! I rushed forward blindly, but 

neglected the scenery behind me!” Ye Yuan said with an emotional sigh. 

No one would not not err. It was impossible for Ye Yuan too. 

Ye Yuan was too confident in his comprehension abilities. But he never thought that his comprehensions 

into the Martial Dao had merely just started for 10 years. 

Without the accumulation of time, how could these extremely profound supreme true intents be so 

easy to comprehend? 

It was true that the Spirit Bristle Divine King was powerful. But the time he spent immersed in this Dao 

was what Ye Yuan could not catch up to even if he whipped his horse! 

Thinking through this link, Ye Yuan no longer hesitated and started cultivating the Spirit Bristle Nine 

Yang Divine Art’s auxiliary martial techniques anew. 

Ye Yuan did not slack off. He started cultivating from the first level’s Absolute Yang Finger. 



This was a complete martial technique system. Missing any links might cause an enormous influence on 

the comprehension at the back. 

With Ye Yuan’s experience and knowledge, he naturally would not make mistakes here. 

But when he truly started to cultivate this martial technique, he still discovered that he thought of things 

too simply. 
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The martial techniques in the first few levels, Ye Yuan accomplished with high proficiency. He only spent 

less than two days to settle it. 

But when he reached the sixth level, Ye Yuan’s speed dropped all of a sudden. 

Void Fire Mark this martial technique was the breakthrough point of the supreme true intent; very hard 

to train. 

Ye Yuan spent half a month’s time before barely managing to train it to minor accomplishment. It was 

still a step away from comprehending the supreme true intent. 

But cultivating the Void Fire Mark corroborated with Ye Yuan’s own comprehensions previously. It still 

let him have a deeper understanding of the Scorching Supreme True Intent. 

“There’s still one last chaos gem. Looks like wihout using this chaos gem, I’ll probably not be able to 

comprehend the Scorching Supreme True Intent within a short time!” Ye Yuan said with an emotional 

sigh. 

The chaos gems extorted from Long Teng, Ye Yuan was finally going to use them up as well. 

Ye Yuan was very decisive and did not have much hesitation before directly firing the chaos gem into the 

Vast Heaven Stele! 

Strike while the iron was hot. Ye Yuan felt that he was only a step away from the supreme true intent 

already. Fine steel needed to be used on the edge of a knife. This chaos gem, nothing to feel 

unwillingness to use about. 

Moreover, Ye Yuan knew that in the Chaotic Devil Sea, only by having powerful strength could he ensure 

his own safety. 

Different from other places, the Chaotic Devil Sea this sort of place, martial artists that comprehended 

supreme true intents could be found everywhere. When Ye Yuan faced them, he would not have too 

much advantage. 

Therefore, comprehension of the second supreme true intent, it was imperative to him. 

Next was the dreary martial technique training. 

Each day, Ye Yuan would train according to the Void Fire Mark’s series of moves. This process was 

extremely dreary, but Ye Yuan found joy in it and never got tired. 
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But the effects of focusing on cultivation was also apparent. After one month, Ye Yuan’s Void Fire Mark 

was finally cultivated to major accomplishment! 

But this was still lacking some level of attainment from comprehending the supreme true intent. 

Ye Yuan was certain that as long as he cultivated to the great circle of perfection, he could definitely 

comprehend the supreme true intent! 

The following three months, he still cultivated without knowing fatigue. Ye Yuan practically did not have 

any rest time, his state as if he went mad. 

Finally, one day after three months, a transparent imprint was fired by Ye Yuan into the void! 

A look of pleasant surprise surfaced on Ye Yuan’s face as he said, “Finally done! Scorching Supreme True 

Intent, indeed unbelievably powerful! This has merely just broken through first-stage, and it’s likely 

going to be even stronger than my third-stage Azure Dipper Floating Zero Sword!” 

This Void Fire Mark being cultivated will show a brilliant yellow color mark when it just started. When 

cultivated to major accomplishment, it was a light-yellow color mark. 

And the transparent imprint launched was precisely the hallmark of the Void Fire Mark being cultivated 

to the great circle of perfection! 

Ye Yuan also relied on this move to finally comprehend the Scorching Supreme True Intent! 

Starting from stepping onto the Nine Heavens Road until now, roughly ten year’s time had passed. Ye 

Yuan finally comprehended a second supreme true intent. The agitation in his heart could be imagined. 

This Scorching Supreme True Intent’s comprehension was far from as quick as the Azure Dipper Floating 

Zero Sword. Ye Yuan also sunk enormous effort into this path. 

Just inside this Vast Heaven Stele’s space, Ye Yuan was frozen to death God knows how many times. 

Even though it was not a true death, that kind of feeling felt like he had experienced it. People lacking 

willpower, just the agony was sufficient to drive them crazy, let alone talk about comprehending. 

Now, the painstaking efforts Ye Yuan put in finally had a return! 

This second supreme true intent was a milestone success to Ye Yuan! 

Because there were many martial artists able to comprehend a supreme true intent, but comprehending 

two supreme true intents, that was in the minority. 

No other reason, there was a limit to a person’s strength. 

A person’s energy was limited. Comprehending a supreme true intent already expended tremendous 

energy. How could there still be people with the energy to go comprehend a second one? 

To be able to comprehend a second supreme true intent and achieve the Divine King Realm, not one 

was not a major power of the Divine Realm with strength far exceeding those in the same rank. 

If the Azure Dipper Floating Zero Sword’s comprehension still had some elements of being opportunistic, 

then this Scorching Supreme True Intent was comprehended by Ye Yuan little by little indisputably! 



This process, he only spent ten year’s time! 

If the Spirit Bristle Divine King knew that Ye Yuan only used ten years to comprehend the Scorching 

Supreme True Intent, he would definitely be shocked until his jaw hit the ground. 

“There’s still two months more. I wonder what kind of power will combining the Scorching Supreme 

True Intent with the spirit rank dragon wave together produce?” Ye Yuan said rather excitedly. 

Although first-stage Scorching True Intent’s power was strong, it clearly had not met Ye Yuan’s 

requirements yet. 

Back then, Ye Yuan carried out a fusion between the Scorching True Intent and dragon wave and created 

the Flame Movement Carnage. 

But the power of Flame Movement Carnage was already inadequate right now. When Ye Yuan faced the 

enemies currently, the majority of the circumstances was to directly use the spirit rank Coiling Dragon 

Heaven Devastating Palm. 

Now that he comprehended the supreme true intent, fusing the spirit rank Coiling Dragon Heaven 

Devastating Palm and the Scorching Supreme True Intent, the power would definitely be rather 

impressive! 

These remaining two months time, Ye Yuan planned on doing this thing. 

Without a doubt, the difficulty level of fusing the Scorching Supreme True Intent and the scorching 

supreme true intent Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm was goodness knows how many times 

higher compared to Flame Movement Carnage. 

The fusion before could only be treated as a reference as well. 

But with the experience of Flame Movement Carnage, Ye Yuan had a direction to work towards, which 

was resonance! 

Back then when he merged the Scorching True Intent and Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm, Ye 

Yuan only used the Flame Movement Carnage after blasting out countless fists and finding the resonant 

point of the true intent and fleshy body as well. 

What he wanted to do presently was to find the resonant point of the supreme true intent and spirit 

rank dragon wave! 

Ye Yuan slowly shut his eyes and started to feel, seeking out the breakthrough point of these two kinds 

of completely different attributes. 

Merging supreme true intent and fleshy body martial techniques, probably only Ye Yuan this sort of 

freak could be capable of it too. 

Ordinary Heaven Enlightenment Realm martial artists, forget about supreme true intent, their fleshy 

bodies were probably not even one-in-a-thousandth as powerful as Ye Yuan’s. 

But this process did not make smooth progress. After two months, Ye Yuan still did not find the resonant 

point, but the effects of the chaos gem were already over. 



In this period of time, Ye Yuan’s cultivation realm also quietly broke through to Second Level Heaven 

Enlightenment. 

Ye Yuan had no choice but to put away his emotions and return to reality. 

“Master Ye, we’ve reached Cloud Transient City!” outside the carriage, Yan Jun’s very polite voice called 

out to Ye Yuan. 

“Got it!” Ye Yuan responded coolly, his voice somewhat hoarse. 

But the moment he got off the carriage, it made Yan Jun jump in fright, “Master Ye, what happened to 

you?” 

The current Ye Yuan had deep sunken eyes and a sallow face, clearly very haggard. It was as if he 

suffered a serious illness. 

Although just 20 days passed in total in reality, to Ye Yuan, more than half a year had already passed. 

This half a year, he was virtually cultivating frenziedly and did not really rest. 

Relaxing all at once currently, Ye Yuan’s entire person had indescribable weariness. 

“No worries. I’m cultivating a divine soul cultivation method. My soul force was excessively exhausted. 

Rest for a while, and I’ll be fine.” Ye Yuan waved his hands and casually made up a story. 

This Cloud Transient City was the group of people’s destination. It was a most out-of-the-way city in the 

Chaotic Devil Sea. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 866: Missing Ling-er 

In the Chaotic Devil Sea, even if people were in a city, drawing swords at a word of disagreement was 

rather commonly seen as well. 

As long as it was not a massacre, no one would care about you. 

Therefore, people without strength would all have to tuck their tails between their legs and behave. 

There were no rules to talk about here. Strength was the highest for everything! 

In order to survive, martial artists naturally formed factions and gangs. It was very hard to survive here 

all alone. 

Cloud Transient City was just a small city. The population was not many. 

This place was obviously not Ye Yuan’s end point. His true objective was the core of the Chaotic Devil 

Sea: the Slaughter Steppes! 

And Cloud Transient city had a transmission array that led to the Slaughter Steppes! 

Apart from the transmission array, one still required another item to enter the Slaughter Steppes. This 

was also one of the objectives of Ye Yuan coming here. 
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This sleep, Ye Yuan slept until the skies turned dark and he blacked out, all the way past the third day 

before he woke up. 

The moment he went out, Ye Yuan discovered that the atmosphere was not quite right. 

“Owner Yan, you guys ... What’s going on?” 

Yan Jun’s expression was dark like water. He sat there alone and kept silent. In his eyes actually faintly 

contained tears. This made Ye Yuan greatly astonished. 

Although Yan Jun’s martial strength was not very great, he was absolutely a tough guy in Ye Yuan’s 

impression. What matter could actually make him sit alone here quietly with tears in his eyes? 

Yan Jun did not hear Ye Yuan’s words at all, still staring blankly there. 

“Owner Yan?” Ye Yuan went over and lightly touched Yan Jun a bit. 

Yan Jun abruptly startled awake and said, “M-Master Ye! Y-You woke up?” 

Yan Jun had an appearance like he had lost his soul, making Ye Yuan produce a bad premonition. 

“Owner Yan, what’s with you? Where’s the rest? Where’s madam and Ling-er?” Ye Yuan asked. 

The moment Yan Jun heard, tears flowed down uncontrollably as he choked sobbingly, “Ling-er she ... 

she ...” 

Ye Yuan’s expression changed, and he said, “What happened to Ling-er?” 

“This morning, we went to handover the goods. Shuang-er and Ling-er stayed behind in the inn. Shuang-

er just left for a short while, but I didn’t expect ... didn’t expect ...” 

Saying until here, Yan Jun choked and really could not continue anymore. 

Ye Yuan’s expression fell slightly, and he said, “Ling-er went missing?” 

Yan Jun nodded his head with difficulty, with great sorrow. 

Several years ago, he lost his daughter in this Cloud Transient City too. The result was that he gave out 

all of his assets before barely managing to preserve his daughter’s life. 

Since then, Yan Jun earned money to support his family desperately as well, in order to treat the 

recurring chronic illness on his daughter. 

He did not think that after a time interval of several years, the exact same scene actually played out 

once more. 

Toward Yan Ling this little girl, Ye Yuan quite adored her too. He did not think that she would actually 

have so many setbacks in her life. This made his feelings of compassion stir. 

Being silent for a moment, Ye Yuan asked, “Owner Yan, don’t panic first. Tell me about the situation at 

that time.” 

But Yan Jun shook his hand and said, “No special situation either. Shuang-er just left for a brief moment, 

then when she returned to the house, Ling-er was gone. Virtually ... Virtually identical with the last time! 



I already requested for Elder Brother Liu they all to go out and search, but half a day has already passed. 

There’s no news at all.” 

Ye Yuan’s eyes lit up, and he asked, “Exactly the same as last time? Do you know who ambushed Ling-er 

the last time or not?” 

Yan Jun shook his head again and said, “We didn’t see that person’s true face at all. He just makes us 

deliver the earth essence crystals to the designated point. We heard a baby’s crying sound and went to 

find Ling-er. Turning around to take a look, the earth essence crystals were long gone without a trace 

already.” 

Hearing Yan Jun’s description, Ye Yuan was lost in thought. 

The previous time, the other party was clearly already planning on killing the hostage. It was just that 

the other party did not expect Ling-er’s life was actually so tenacious, forcefully holding on for several 

years, resulting in being thoroughly treated by Ye Yuan in the end. 

If it was just kidnapping and blackmailing, the other party’s methods would probably be cut from the 

same cloth as last time. 

Right while they were talking, Liu Yusheng walked in hastily. 

“Owner Yan, my brothers have already inquired around and don’t have Ling-er’s news. But ...” Liu 

Yusheng hesitated. 

Yan Jun froze and suddenly said, “But what? Could it be ...” 

Liu Yusheng nodded his head and handed over a slip of paper. Yan Jun’s expression could not help 

changing drastically when he received it and looked. 

Ye Yuan saw it clearly from behind. The slip of paper wrote: ‘Tonight at midnight, warehouse north of 

the city. One billion earth essence crystals. Only Yan Jun is permitted to come alone. Hand over the 

money in one hand, the person in the other!’ 

Indeed, the same pattern from the method last time. 

It was as if someone had purposely eyed Yan Jun, to actually use the same method on him twice! 

Without a doubt, this was done by the same person. 

Ye Yuan could also tell from that skill to damage the meridians that the other party was absolutely a 

martial artist with very formidable strength. 

Ye Yuan quietly withdrew out of the crowd and came onto the streets. 

After an hour, Ye Yuan played with a short incense in his hand as he said smilingly, “I didn’t think that I’d 

have to use you again.” 

What Ye Yuan was holding in his hand was precisely the Soul Guiding Incense used to find Lu-er back 

then. But the Soul Guiding Incense he refined this time was a much higher quality compared to that 

time. Its perception toward soul force was also much sharper. 



He slowly came to Ling-er’s room, pushed open the door, and discovered that Lin Shuang was currently 

inside holding an item of Ling-er’s in a trace. 

Ye Yuan heaved a sigh and said to Lin Shuang, “Don’t need to be sad anymore, Madam. I have a way to 

find Ling-er.” 

Lin Shuang was originally ashen-faced; virtually without any signs of life in her eyes. Hearing Ye Yuan’s 

words, she jumped up at once and grabbed Ye Yuan’s arm, looking as if she was crazy as she said, 

“Master Ye, you ... is what you said true?” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “Actually, I’ve had some surmises already. It’s just that I still need to 

confirm it a little. Madam, do you have any clothing items that Ling-er frequently wears? Lend it to me 

to use.” 

Lin Shuang’s eyes finally shone with life as she hurriedly nodded and said, “Just a minute, Master Ye. I’ll 

go get it for you right away!” 

Before long, Lin Shuang brought over a small and exquisite piece of clothing. Ye Yuan directly ignited it 

together with the Soul Guiding Incense 

At the same time, Ye Yuan’s heart stirred slightly, and Fiery appeared in front of him. 

“Fiery, you follow the Soul Guiding Incense and see where they are hiding Ling-er.” 

“Yes, Big Brother!” 

Fiery received the order and turned into a wisp of fire, following a strand of fragrance out of the room. 

Seeing this scene, Lin Shuang was dumbfoundedly shocked. 

After Fiery left, Ye Yuan said to Lin Shuang, “Actually, I believe you and Owner Yan have some 

conjectures in your hearts too, right? Except, that person, you feel that you can’t afford to provoke, so 

you weren’t willing to think too much. Rescuing Ling-er this time, you and Owner Yan shouldn’t get 

involved in this messy situation anymore. Come up with other means of livelihood outside the Chaotic 

Devil Sea.” 

Ye Yuan was deeply aware of the Chaotic Devil Sea’s bloodiness and cruelty. Without absolute martial 

strength, there was completely no way of ensuring one’s family’s safety. 

This kind of travel trading method of earning a living seemed like exorbitant profits, but actually, it was 

merely just money-making machines being scattered and raised. 

The power over life and death was still controlled in other people’s hands. 

Forget about Yan Jun, even Liu Yusheng this kind of veteran was not possibly the other party’s match. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 
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In a hidden venue in the city, three men were currently watching over a little girl. 
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One of them was wearing light armor; he was tall and well-built. Clearly, he was the leader of these 

three people. 

“Milord, this lass isn’t well-behaved. Let us take good care of her!” 

One of the martial artists said as he threw a slap on the little girl’s face with a smack. The little girl did 

not dare to struggle anymore after getting hit. But that stubborn gaze was exhibited in its entirety. 

That lass that person was talking about was precisely the Yan Ling who went missing. 

Yan Ling was currently tied up on a chair, struggling endlessly. She glared at the three people furiously, 

filled with resentment. 

Being kidnapped the last time, she was still young and did not feel anything at all. 

But the agony of these few years made her life worse than living hell. 

This point also made Yan Ling much more mature compared to those of the same age. 

Therefore, being kidnapped by these people, Yan Ling was extremely disgusted by them. 

That person wearing light armor looked at Yan Ling, his eyes filled with doubt as he muttered, “Back 

then, I clearly used the Pulse Severing Divine Palm to sever this girlie’s meridians. I didn’t expect that 

after a time interval of several years, she actually recovered! Truly inconceivable!” 

The other two people’s expressions changed, and they said, “No way, right? Milord’s Pulse Severing 

Divine Palm’s power is incredible. Forget about a little girl, even a battle-seasoned martial artist can’t 

withstand it either! How can this girlie possibly recover? Could Your Excellency have ... identified 

wrongly?” 

That person waved his hand and said, “Maybe I’ll recognize this girlie wrongly, but her parents, I won’t 

identify them wrongly. The outstanding few people who come to Cloud Transient City for travel-trade, I 

know them like the palm of my hands. Yan Jun is the most outstanding among them. Back then, that 

deal virtually squeezed dry all of his savings. I didn’t think that after several years, he has accumulated 

considerable wealth again.” 

“Heh heh, so what? Aren’t they just pigs that Your Excellency is rearing? Butchering once they get fat? 

With this girlie here, will we still fear that Yan Jun not submitting obediently?” said a martial artist. 

“Huhu, that’s true! All thanks to these fat pigs that I am able to have my present strength! Now, this seat 

is only a step away from Phaseless Realm!” said the middle-aged man in light armor said. 

“Congratulations, milord! Congratulations, milord! Milord is an expert on the Earth Carnage 

Proclamation. Once you enter the Phaseless Realm, your future prospects will be boundless!” 

“At that time, naturally you won’t go without benefits!” 

When the two people heard this, they were both beside themselves with joy. That middle-aged man in 

light armor was actually an expert on the Earth Carnage Proclamation! 

One of the underlings bowed his body and asked, “Milord, how to dispose of this girlie?” 



The middle-aged man in light armor said with a cruel smile, “The last time, Pulse Severing Divine Palm 

didn’t kill her. I don’t believe that it can’t kill her this time too! This time, I’m going to sever all of her 

meridians. See how she still survives!” 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

“Milord, this subordinate has an important matter to report!” 

Right then, vigorously knocking sounds suddenly sounded out outside the door. 

The middle-aged man in light armor furrowed his eyebrows and said, “Come in!” 

A subordinate pushed the door and entered. Coming in front of the middle-aged man in light armor all in 

a fluster, he said, “Milord, things are bad. Somebody ... somebody wants to challenge you!” 

The eyebrows of the middle-aged man in light armor raised up, and he laughed loudly as he said, 

“Challenge me? Hahaha! It’s really been so many years since anyone dared to seek death like this! 

Doesn’t he know that this Cloud Transient City’s City Lord is an expert ranked 463 on the Earth Carnage 

Proclamation?” 

“This ... That person challenging is merely a Second Level Heaven Enlightenment young man,” said the 

subordinate after he hesitated for a moment. 

“What? A Second Level Heaven Enlightenment dares to challenge our Lord Xie Ying? Is this someone 

who’s complaining that his lifespan is too long and is tired of living?” 

“Haha! What a joke! Even though Cloud Transient City is a small city, Lord Xie Ying’s reputation is known 

far and wide! This punk is definitely a moron! As long as one slightly inquires about it a little, they 

wouldn’t do this sort of foolish thing either!” 

The two subordinates seemed to have heard a very hilarious joke, both laughing their heads off. 

Including Xie Ying himself, gave a slight smile too and said to the three subordinates, “You guys watch 

the person carefully. I’ll go and chop off that punk’s dog-head first!” 

“Yes, Your Excellency!” the three people voiced their assent. 

The Chaotic Devil Sea’s rule was that anyone could challenge the city lord. As long as one had the 

strength to kill the city lord, they could take his place. 

Moreover, as long as someone challenged, the city lord must accept the challenge, all the way until one 

party was killed! 

Logically speaking, under this sort of rule, the city lord being replaced should be frequent occurrences. 

But in reality, Cloud Transient City’s City Lord Xie Ying had already been in this position for over a 

decade. 

When he assumed the position, there were naturally quite a few people who were unconvinced and 

issued challenges to him. But in the end, all of them were killed by him without any exception. 

Gradually, people who dared to challenge him became lesser and lesser. 



And along with the passing of time, Xie Ying’s strength became increasingly stronger. All the way until 

later, Xie Ying became an Earth Carnage Proclamation expert. 

Ever since then, no one dared to challenge him anymore. 

Today was indeed out of the blue; it was the first time in several years! 

After Xie Ying left, the three underlings all did not detect a small lotus flower growing out from the 

corner of a wall. 

... 

Ye Yuan sat in front of the City Lord Manor quietly, closing his eyes to meditate, quietly waiting for Xie 

Ying’s arrival. 

The one challenging Xie Ying was none other than precisely Ye Yuan. 

Out of Lin Shuang’s expectations, Ye Yuan did not go and rescue Ling-er right away. Instead, he came 

straight to the City Lord Manor and issued a challenge to Xie Ying in front of everyone. 

“What on earth is Master Ye selling in his gourd? He’s merely an alchemist. Why ... Why did he go and 

challenge City Lord Xie?” 

“City Lord Xie is an Earth Carnage Proclamation expert. Challenging with his strength, isn’t that seeking 

death?” 

“Didn’t he say he was helping Owner Yan find his daughter previously? How did he search until he came 

here to challenge?” 

The Green Sea Mercenary Group and Yan Jun husband and wife were all here spectating. The Green Sea 

Mercenary Group’s members were all gesticulating, clearly very perplexed by Ye Yuan’s actions. 

Lin Shuang grabbed her husband’s hand tightly and said with an anxious look on her face, “Husband, 

Master Ye must have guessed something and wants to give vent on Ling-er’s behalf. But ... But ...” 

Yan Jun’s expression was very ugly. Although he had never met with Xie Ying before, to be able to 

abduct Yan Ling away in Cloud Transient City noiselessly, who else could there be other than Xie Ying? 

City Lord Xie Ying was clearly the greatest suspect. 

But even if he knew, he was powerless to do anything as well. Earth Carnage Proclamation’s No. 463 

expert was totally not what he could deal with, let alone that the City Lord Manor still had many experts. 

Yan Jun initially already resigned himself to his fate and brought out all of his savings over these past 

few years for Xie Ying. 

What he did not expect was that Ye Yuan actually ran out and challenged City Lord Xie Ying on his own! 

Finally, Yan Jun could not endure it anymore and came in front of Ye Yuan to urge, “Master Ye, I know 

that you have good intentions. But Xie Ying is an Earth Carnage Proclamation’s veteran expert. His 

strength is unfathomable. Challenging the city lord, one has to determine who lives and who dies! You 

doing this for Ling-er, us husband and wife will have a guilty conscious for the rest of our lives!” 
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“Master Ye, us husband and wife are already endlessly grateful to you for treating Ling-er. But this Xie 

Ying, he really cannot be provoked! Quickly go now, leave Cloud Transient City, the further you go, the 

better!” Lin Shuang urged as well. 

But her voice had yet to fade when a middle-aged man wearing light armor who was flying in air landed 

in front of Ye Yuan. 

“Hahaha, without my agreement, Xie Ying’s, even if you guys want to leave, you can’t go either! Since 

you put forth the challenge, you got to have an awareness of death! Go? Where can you guys go to?” 

Xie Ying said arrogantly. 

When Yan Jun saw Xie Ying, his eyes wanted to spew fire. He could not endure it anymore and said, “Xie 

Ying! Was it you who abducted Ling-er away?” 

Yan Jun originally thought that Xie Ying would deny it. He did not expect that Xie Ying would actually 

laugh out loud and say, “So what if yes? Are the earth essence crystals I want prepared? Don’t blame me 

for not warning you. Even though there’s a fool who’s challenging this seat, once the time is up, I’ll send 

your daughter on her way all the same. Don’t think that this punk can buy time.” 

Xie Ying admitting it openly made Yan Jun even more enraged. If not for being apprehensive that the 

other party’s strength was too formidable, he would really want to go up and risk his life at this instant. 

“You! You and I have no grudges, why do you want to target me time and again!” Yan Jun denounced 

indignantly. 

Xie Ying looked at Yan Jun pitifully and said in disdain, “Why? Hahaha, what a joke! Don’t you know 

what kind of place you’re in right now? This place is the Chaotic Devil Sea! In this Cloud Transient City, 

I’m the king! Everything of yours is all mine! What does some mere earth essence crystals count as? I’m 

not targeting you, but targeting you all, these travel-trade merchants! You guys make use of the Chaotic 

Devil Sea’s resources to make staggering profits. Since that’s the case, I let you all amass, wait until 

you’re fat, then slaughter and eat. What’s wrong with it?” 

This kind of excuse might be very preposterous in the outside world. 

But in this Cloud Transient City, it was not very hard to understand. 

This point, it could be seen from the expressions of the people surrounding and watching. 

They did not cast over very pitying looks towards Yan Jun. More of it was indifference and contempt. 

In here, one could only end up as lambs that other people talked about without strength! 

In here, there had never been a reason to talk about! 

In this Cloud Transient City, Xie Ying’s strength was the most powerful, so whatever he did was right! 

The reason why he employed kidnapping actions was just in order to not stir the grass and frighten away 

the snake, to let these merchants have some more time to accumulate. 
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Yan Jun was angered until he trembled all over, but his eyes revealed a look of despair. 

He originally thought that earth essence crystals could settle everything. However, he was wrong! 

For so many years, he was merely a lamb that others let loose to rear. It was just that he, this lamb, was 

fatter; and he was getting slaughtered by Xie Ying for the second time! 

“You ... Whatever you have, come at me! Why do you want to deal with a little girl without a weapon in 

her hand! Back then, Ling-er was still a baby in swaddling clothes!” Lin Shuang trembled as she said. 

Xie Ying pursed his mouth and said scornfully, “Baby? In the Chaotic Devil Sea, not having strength is the 

original sin! There is no pity here, only strength! You all have stayed in the Chaotic Devil Sea for so many 

years and actually can’t even see through this point? Fools!” 

“You! You devil! Elder Brother Liu, I give all of my assets to you! I request you to help kill this fiend for 

me!” Yan Jun could no longer put up with it anymore and wanted to use all of his wealth to gamble for 

Xie Ying’s life. 

Yan Jun himself was a Heaven Enlightenment Realm too. But in front of Xie Ying, he was too weak! 

The two of them, husband and wife, attacking together could not possibly be Xie Ying’s match either. 

They could only use money to do things. 

Liu Yusheng’s expression was very ugly. He did not think that Ling-er’s disappearance would actually 

involve Xie Ying. 

Although he scared away Tan Si using the Spirit Profound Unity Formation previously, facing the Xie Ying 

whose strength was a level higher, Liu Yusheng hesitated. 

“Owner Yan, not that I, Liu Yusheng, cravenly cling to life instead of braving death! It’s just that ... I’m 

really not his match! Your money, if I take this job, I have the life to earn, but I don’t have the life to 

spend!” Liu Yushen said helplessly. 

The moment these words were uttered, Yan Jun and Lin Shuang, all of the pair’s strength seemed to be 

drained, unwittingly falling back two steps. 

The Green Sea Mercenary Group was his greatest reliance. But even Liu Yusheng was not willing to make 

a move. What hope did he still have? 

Xie Ying was even more incomparably proud of himself when he saw the situation and said with a loud 

laugh, “I already said, this Cloud Transient City is my world, Xie Ying’s! What can a tiny little mercenary 

group do to me? Humph!If you’re sensible, get the money ready and send it to the location. Perhaps, 

you can still see that cute daughter of yours! However, wait until I dispose of this trash first before 

talking! How many years has it been? How many years has it been since anyone has dared to challenge 

this seat?!” 

Xie Ying looked at Ye Yuan with a glimmering gaze, looking in high spirits. 

Ever since he ascended to the Earth Carnage Proclamation, no one challenged him. He did not expect 

that today, there was actually someone who delivered himself to the gate to let him practice. 



Although his strength was a bit weak, killing the chicken to warn the monkeys, it was sufficient. 

Ye Yuan did not speak at the side all along. It was in order to let Yan Jun husband and wife know the 

Chaotic Devil Sea’s cruelty. 

This kind of money was really not easy to earn! 

Without adequate strength, it would only be like drawing water with a sieve in the end. 

Ye Yuan raised his eyebrows slightly and opened his mouth to say, “The nonsense has been said entirely. 

I can send you on your way already. Are you handing over the Absolute Kill Token on your own, or do 

you want me to come to take it myself?” 

Xie Ying was stunned and looked at Ye Yuan like he was staring at a fool as he said, “Just the likes of you 

want my Absolute Kill Token too? Go back and train for another hundred years!” 

This Absolute Kill Token was precisely the second objective of Ye Yuan coming to Cloud Transient City! 

Because only by possessing this Absolute Kill Token could one enter the Slaughter Steppes. Otherwise, 

entering inside rashly, one would be obliterated! 

Each city lord had an Absolute Kill Token in possession. To obtain the Absolute Kill Token to enter the 

Slaughter Steppes, it could only be accomplished by killing a city lord! 

If the incumbent city lord entered the Slaughter Steppes, the Slaughter Steppes would send over 

another token for the next city lord. 

Of course, this process would be another gory struggle. 

Yan Jun duo were battered out of their senses. Suddenly hearing Ye Yuan’s words, they could not help 

being startled. They hurriedly went up to grab hold of Ye Yuan and said, “Master Ye, you’re our family’s 

benefactor, we can’t watch you cast away your life in vain! Your kindness, Shuang-er and I will bear it in 

mind. It’s just that ... we can only repay it in the next life!” 

Ye Yuan smiled broadly when he heard that and said, “Owner Yan is worrying too much. I came to this 

Cloud Transient City for the sake of the Absolute Kill Token in the first place. It’s just that I didn’t expect 

that Ling-er would run into this kind of incident. Since this matter was done by Xie Ying, then it just nice 

saves me a lot of trouble, combining two things into one. Mmm ... The pain that Ling-er suffered these 

past few years, let him pay it back in blood!” 

Yan Jun was stunned and muttered, “But ... But ... he’s an Earth Carnage Proclamation expert! You’re 

just an alchemist! It’s impossible to beat him!” 

Ye Yuan lightly patted on Yan Jun’s shoulder twice and said, “I believe that this time, you should have 

seen clearly what kind of place the Chaotic Devil Sea is. After I rescue Ling-er, your family of three should 

leave this place and never come here again. This place is not a place that you guys should come!” 
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“Shameless boasting fool! Going to lose your life right away already and you still wish to go rescue 

people,” Xie Ying chortled and said. 

Ye Yuan’s calm attitude made Xie Ying very displeased. Putting on an act got to have a limit too, right? 

A Second Level Heaven Enlightenment challenging an Earth Carnage Proclamation expert, this kind of 

thing had never happened before in the Chaotic Devil Sea. 

To Earth Carnage Proclamation experts, it had always been them crossing realms to challenge others. 

When had they been challenged by others before? 

Yan Jun still wanted to say something, but he was lightly pushed by Ye Yuan’s essence energy. Both he 

and Lin Shuang were pushed aside immediately. 

Yan Jun could not help being dumbfounded. He was a Heaven Enlightenment Realm martial artist too. 

Being pushed by Ye Yuan here, he actually did not have the slightest strength to retaliate! 

Ye Yuan stood with his hands behind his back as he said indifferently, “Was your Earth Carnage 

Proclamation ranking boasted out with your mouth? So much crap!” 

Xie Ying’s expression turned cold, and he said, “Stinking brat, you’ll die very horribly!” 

A violent killing intent erupted out, almost materializing. The surrounding audience could not withstand 

this killing intent at all and hurriedly retreated and spread out. 

“Already have not seen Xie Ying take action for many years! His strength is even greater than in the 

past!” 

“His killing intent has condensed to become tangible. Looks like his comprehension in the Slaughter 

Supreme True Intent has already improved further!” 

“No wonder his Earth Carnage Proclamation rank rose non-stop these few years, Looks like he’s already 

not far from Phaseless Realm! This brat challenging Xie Ying is simply courting death!” 

Xie Ying’s position was fought out using bona fide battle results. Although he had not taken action for 

many years, his strength was clearly rising steadily. 

By this time, when Xie Ying exhibited his strength in front of everyone once again, no one would feel 

optimistic about Ye Yuan at all. 

The Slaughter True Intent was a concept universally comprehended by the Chaotic Devil Sea’s martial 

artists. 

The Slaughter Concept was also a top-notch supreme true intent. When cultivated to the extreme, it 

was also not at all inferior to the Scorching Concept. 

After cultivating to an exceedingly high realm, one could confuse the opponent’s mental state just by 

relying on the concept released by the martial artist, and then make the first strike from there. 

Ye Yuan stood with his hands behind his back, standing in the center of the storm very comfortably, 

looking very calm. 



The Slaughter True Intent was very strong. But just based on Xie Ying’s comprehension, it was unable to 

shake Ye Yuan the slightest bit. 

Seeing this scene, Xie Ying’s expression changed slightly too. Looks like this brat was also not without 

capabilities at all to dare raise a hue. 

Chiii! 

Xie Ying’s figure suddenly burst forth. The sword in his hand actually disappeared bizarrely! 

“Shadowless Sword! Xie Ying’s Shadowless Sword finally appeared once again! He draws his sword 

without any traces. It is completely hard to fathom! I can’t believe that it’s the killing move he used the 

moment he attacks!” 

The moment Xie Ying moved, someone immediately cried out in shock. 

Ye Yuan slowly closed his eyes, his entire person entered into Heart Like Monolith Heart Realm, knowing 

all of the surroundings like the palm of his own hand. 

Clank! 

A crisp metal clashing sound came over. Ye Yuan and Xie Ying separated upon contact. Ye Yuan was 

actually repelled back several dozen steps! 

“This boy actually used the power of his fleshy body to have a frontal clash with Xie Ying! Just how 

powerful is his fleshy body?” 

“Such a quick sword move, how did he see it?” 

“No wonder this boy dared to challenge Xie Ying. Turns out that his strength was actually this powerful! 

But it looks like he still isn’t Xie Ying’s match!” 

One move down; Xie Ying did not move a muscle, while Ye Yuan was beaten back several dozen steps. 

Whoever was superior was immediately determined. 

“Heh, no wonder you were so cocky. Turns out that your fleshy body has already cultivated to such a 

level. However ... no matter how powerful your fleshy body is, it’s of no avail too! Prepare to die!” 

Xie Ying gave a cold laugh. Swinging his sword, he attacked again! 

Clank! Clank! Clank! 

In a blink of an eye, the two people engaged in battle for several dozen rounds. 

Bang! 

Xie Ying raised his foot and suddenly stomped onto Ye Yuan’s chest, directly kicking him out far away. 

“Master Ye!” 

Yan Jun was long struck dumb with amazement already. He did not think that Ye Yuan was actually still 

such a formidable martial path expert. 

Battling an expert like Xie Ying, he was actually just in a slightly disadvantageous position. 



But this move, it gave Yan Jun a fright. 

Ye Yuan looked perfectly fine. Crawling to his feet and patting the dust on his body, he said, “Not bad, a 

little interesting. Again!” 

Xie Ying’s foot landed right on Ye Yuan’s chest, and he was currently pleased with himself. Seeing that Ye 

Yuan looked perfectly fine, his expression could not help becoming ugly. 

This foot, he did not hold back much. Ye Yuan was actually not injured at all. 

Formidable fleshy body, this defense was also ridiculously powerful! 

Looks like only the Slaughter Concept could break Ye Yuan’s defense! 

“Humph! Boy, you won’t be so lucky next time!” 

Xie Ying wielded his sword and attacked again, battling with Ye Yuan again. 

Xie Ying’s Slaughter Concept spread out everywhere, violent to the extreme. In comparison, Ye Yuan was 

like a stubborn rock in howling winds and torrential rain; no matter how fierce the storm was, he still 

held on as firmly as a rock! 

It was just that people with discerning eyes could tell that Ye Yuan was still at a disadvantage. 

Xie Ying very much wanted to use his Slaughter Concept to deal with Ye Yuan. But each time, it was 

cleverly avoided by Ye Yuan. 

However, even though Ye Yuan avoided the vital parts, he was in a sorry plight the entire process. A 

thousand exchanges down, he already suffered considerable external wounds. 

“Heh heh, even if you’re a chunk of metal, you’ll die from serious injuries at this rate!” Xie Ying was very 

patient. Since Ye Yuan wanted to drag the time, then he would like to see who could afford to waste 

time. 

But Ye Yuan was seemingly oblivious. He still brandished his fists non-stop, not giving Xie Ying any 

chance to catch his breath at all. 

“Master Ye, don’t fight anymore! If you carry on fighting, you’ll die!” Yan Jun really could not carry on 

watching anymore and shouted at the sides. 

“Haha! You’re too naive! At this point, will City Lord Xie still let him leave alive? But to be able to force 

City Lord Xie to this extent, he can be sufficiently proud already,” said one of Xie Ying’s followers with a 

big laugh. 

“Fool! This is a deathmatch! Until one party dies, it won’t cease. This brat is overestimating his own 

ability, to actually dare challenge City Lord Xie. It also serves him right if he dies!” 

Seeing as Ye Yuan was going to be defeated, everyone sneered in contempt towards Ye Yuan’s 

overestimation of his own strength. 

From the start until now, Ye Yuan had always been in a situation of taking a beating passively. No 

chances of victory could be seen at all. 



Although Ye Yuan’s strength exceeded everyone’s expectations, it was very clear that the gap with Xie 

Ying was too great. 

They naturally did not discover that starting from just now, Xie Ying’s expression became increasingly 

solemn. 

The force Ye Yuan wielded became greater and greater. Each punch was like a giant hammer, carrying 

an enormous impact force. Xie Ying actually had some signs of not being able to withstand it. 

Moreover, each punch of Ye Yuan’s landing, Xie Ying’s entire body felt like he was being burned by 

flames. 

Tremendous impact force and the power of combustion made his entire person extremely 

unacclimatized. 

All of a sudden, Xie Ying’s pupils constricted! 

This punch of Ye Yuan’s actually vanished before his eyes! 

Boom! 

It was only to hear a loud bang. Xie Ying’s body was smashed right onto the ground like a cannonball. 

Those voices mocking Ye Yuan suddenly cut off. 

They looked at this scene in disbelief, their brains not being able to wrap itself around it for a moment. 

Just now, it was clearly Xie Ying who occupied the absolute initiative. Why did he lose in the twinkling of 

an eye? 

Unrivaled Medicine God 
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“This ... What’s going on here?” 

“Xie Ying was clearly suppressing this boy all-round. How did he suddenly turn out like this?” 

“An Earth Carnage Proclamation expert actually lose to an unknown and nameless Second Level Heaven 

Enlightenment Realm. It’s too unbelievable!” 

Xie Ying suddenly getting hit made everyone unbelievably stunned. 

Clearly, Xie Ying had suppressed Ye Yuan all-round, and he was about to be defeated soon. How did the 

plot reverse suddenly? 

Xie Ying struggled to his feet, looking incredibly wretched. 

He lowered his head to take a look at himself. The light armor he was wearing previously was actually 

ruined by Ye Yuan with one punch and already completely lost its function. 

Which was also to say that if Ye Yuan gave him another punch, he would face certain death. 

The life and death juncture just now, it was this light armor that saved his life. 
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This light armor was acquired by him by spending a huge price. It was for the sake of preserving his life. 

He did not expect that Ye Yuan only used one punch to shatter it. 

Recalling the punch earlier, Xie Ying still had lingering fear in his heart. The light armor on him was a 

high-grade profound artifact armor. It was actually rendered invalid under Ye Yuan’s punch. 

One could imagine just how formidable the might of Ye Yuan’s punch earlier was. 

One must know that devastating a high-grade profound artifact armor beyond repair was a much higher 

level of difficulty compared to snapping a sword! 

Apart from the armor, there was still the martial artist’s protective essence energy. Not only did Ye Yuan 

directly smash Xie Ying’s protective essence energy, the residual force even destroyed a high-grade 

protective armor. 

This blow was too terrifying! 

Xie Ying looked at Ye Yuan, his eyes showing a look of extreme fear. “You ... You were actually testing 

your moves on me!” 

At this point, if Xie Ying still did not understand that Ye Yuan was only treating him as a target to practice 

his skill, then he would be too stupid. 

Ye Yuan’s fist technique became stronger and stronger in the battle, increasingly proficient, resulting in 

unleashing that terrifying punch at the back! 

The power of that punch was absolutely able to annihilate a Phaseless Realm martial artist! 

Second Level Heaven Enlightenment Realm and he could cross a major cultivation realm to eliminate a 

Phaseless Realm martial artist. What kind of concept was this? 

It was true that the Earth Carnage Proclamation’s martial artists were strong, but when they were at the 

Second Level Heaven Enlightenment, it was also not possible to have such perverse strength! 

The Ye Yuan in midair appeared rather ragged. But his fleshy body was extremely powerful. Xie Ying’s 

attack did not cause very substantial injury to him. 

Ye Yuan said nonchalantly when he heard that, “You’re not too stupid! Thanks to you, my Void Dragon 

Shadow Punch is finally mastered.” 

This move was the move merged together and formed from the Void Fire Mark and dragon wave. The 

reason why he chose Xie Ying to test the move was that he was strong enough. 

Of course, Ye Yuan similarly had the strength to kill Xie Ying by relying on the Azure Dipper Floating Zero 

Sword. 

Xie Ying’s expression was incomparably ugly, but his dread towards Ye Yuan reached the pinnacle. “You 

... That punch just now, what it contained was actually the Scorching Supreme True Intent!” 

“What?! The two of them exchanged a thousand moves, and it was actually just that boy testing his 

moves?” 



“Too terrifying! To actually dare use an Earth Carnage Proclamation expert to test one’s moves. Just how 

confident is this guy?!” 

“What did Xie Ying say just now? Scorching Supreme True Intent! This ... Isn’t that the supreme true 

intent that only the Spirit Bristle Divine King could comprehend? This boy, how did he do it?” 

Ye Yuan and Xie Ying’s conversation made the surrounding martial artists stupefied. 

They previously even thought that Ye Yuan could not stand up to a single blow. They did not expect that 

Ye Yuan completely did not attach any importance to Xie Ying. 

To dare use an Earth Carnage Proclamation expert to test moves, Ye Yuan must have absolute 

confidence. 

Even if he did not use that newly mastered move, Ye Yuan likewise had the ability to kill Xie Ying too. 

However, Ye Yuan was just Second Level Heaven Enlightenment! 

Looking at Xie Ying, Ye Yuan said indifferently, “At least you have some insights. Now, I can send you on 

your way!” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan’s figure moved, planning on eradicating Xie Ying with one punch. 

“Hang on! If you dare to kill me, that little lass is dead for sure too! Don’t you want to save her? I want 

to see just how you save her!” Xie Ying said with a cold smile. 

Ye Yuan’s relationship with Yan Jun husband and wife, Xie Ying had long inquired clearly. 

Kidnapping Yan Ling was originally in order to extort a huge sum from Yan Jun. But he did not expect 

that in the end, it actually became his protective charm. This made Xie Ying incredibly pleased with 

himself. 

With Yan Ling around, Ye Yuan absolutely would not dare to make a move! 

Hearing these words, Yan Jun husband and wife’s faces changed as they reproached indignantly, “Xie 

Ying, you ... are shameless!” 

Xie Ying roared with laughter and said, “Hahaha! Shameless? The victor becomes king and the loser a 

bandit! Shameless, this term, is utterly not applicable in the Chaotic Devil Sea! Boy, since you want the 

Absolute Kill Token, then have you made the preparations to sink low? Do you want your own life or 

that little girl’s life? Choose one yourself!” 

Ye Yuan landed onto the ground and looked at Xie Ying pitifully as he said with a faint smile, “If I want to 

kill you, nobody can stop me!” 

Xie Ying was taken in by Ye Yuan’s imposing momentum and actually involuntarily retreated several 

steps. Gritting his teeth, he said, “Don’t you care about that little girl’s life and death anymore?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and pointed towards the crowd as he said, “Is the little girl you’re talking about her?” 

Tracing the direction Ye Yuan pointed at and looking over, Xie Ying’s expression could not help changing 

drastically. His legs turned weak, and his entire person plopped down onto the ground. 



“This ... How is this possible?” 

In the crowd, a youth was carrying a little girl in his arms. Who could that little girl be but Yan Ling? 

When Yan Jun husband and wife saw Yan Ling, they could not help rubbing their eyes as they revealed a 

look of disbelief. 

“L-Ling-er?” 

“Father ... Mother ...” 

Fiery carried Yan Ling and came before Yan Jun husband and wife, and he returned her to Lin Shuang. 

The couple’s tears poured down. 

“Ling-er, it was all father and mother’s fault, causing you to have suffered!” The family of three cried 

bitterly on each other’s shoulders. 

Bang! 

Ye Yuan did not hesitate in the slightest and finished off Xie Ying neat and tidily. 

The final protective charm being gone, Xie Ying could not even muster up the courage to resist. 

Ye Yuan extended his hand and beckoned. A token flew into his hand from Xie Ying’s corpse. 

The moment he caught it, a berserk killing qi pounced from head-on. A scarlet red ‘kill’ word was written 

on the token. 

This token was the Absolute Kill Token! 

With it, Ye Yuan would be able to enter the Slaughter Steppes and start a journey filled with blood and 

slaughter. 

Dripping blood to acknowledge a master, a burst of extremely powerful killing qi entered Ye Yuan’s 

body, assaulting Ye Yuan’s sea of consciousness. 

In an instant, it was as if Ye Yuan had fallen into endless slaughter. He actually had an impulse to kill off 

all the people around him. 

Without the slightest hesitation, Ye Yuan entered Heart Like Monolith Heart Realm. It instantly 

suppressed this bout of killing intent down. 

How could a mere killing intent beat Ye Yuan’s Heart Like Monolith? 

At this instant, each and every one of Ye Yuan’s actions was watched closely by everyone. 

When everyone saw that he actually dripped blood to acknowledge a master on the spot, all of them 

were shocked until they could not close their mouths. 

In the Absolute Kill Token contained extremely intense killing intent. A single mishap could make the 

martial artist turn into a killing machine. 

When ordinary people obtained this Absolute Kill Token, they all would find a place without anybody to 

enter seclusion. Who would be so arrogant like Ye Yuan? 



But they clearly saw that Ye Yuan’s eyes were only turbid for an instant, then it recovered clarity. 

This newly-ascended city lord was too terrifying! 


